
Route description to Heussen Amsterdam 

From the direction of Den 

Haag (The Hague)/Schiphol 

 

Take the A4 motorway in the 

direction of Amsterdam. This 

will take you to the A10 

motorway; continue your 

journey in the direction of 

Utrecht. Follow this direction 

until you reach the Exit to the 

A2 motorway to Utrecht. On 

the A2 motorway, take exit 

number 1 for Oudekerk a/d 

Amstel. Turn left once you 

reach the end of the exit. Keep 

to the right past the first set of 

traffic lights and turn right 

when the road ends 

(Holterbergweg). Take the first 

street on your left (De Entree) 

and follow directions to P5. Our 

building and the entrance of 

the parking garage are located 

on your left-hand side. Our 

building "Oval Tower (Tower of 

Deutsche Bank)" and the 

entrance of the parking garage 

are on your left. Bear left and 

make a U-turn at the end of 

the road to enter the garage 

P5. Bear left ("Visitors 

Parking").  

 



 

 

 

From the direction of Utrecht 

 

Take the A2 motorway in the direction of Amsterdam. Take exit number 1 for “Ouderkerk a/d/ Amstel / 

Transferium – Arena”. Turn left once you reach the end of the exit. Keep to the right past the first set of traffic 
lights and turn right when the road ends (Holterbergweg). Take the first street on your left (De Entree) and 

follow directions to P5. Our building and the entrance of the parking garage are located on your left-hand side. 

Our building "Oval Tower/ (Tower of Deutsche Bank)" and the entrance of the parking garage are on your left. 

Bear left and make a U-turn at the end of the road to enter the garage P5. Bear left ("Visitors Parking"). 

 

From the direction of Zaandam / Amsterdam 

 

Take the A10, motorway in the direction of Utrecht. At the “Amstel” Interchange, follow the A2 motorway in the 

direction of Utrecht. Take exit number 1 for “Ouderkerk a/d/ Amstel / Transferium – Arena”. Turn left once you 
reach the end of the exit. Keep to the right past the first set of traffic lights and turn right when the road ends 

(Holterbergweg). Take the first street on your left (De Entree) and follow directions to P5. Our building and the 

entrance of the parking garage are located on your left-hand side. Our building "Oval Tower (Tower of Deutsche 

Bank)" and the entrance of the parking garage are on your left. Bear left and make a U-turn at the end of the 

road to enter the garage P5. Bear left ("Visitors Parking"). 



 

From the direction of Amersfoort 

 

Take the A1 motorway in the direction of Amsterdam. This will take you to the A10 motorway; continue your 

journey in the direction of Utrecht. At the “Amstel” interchange, follow the A2 motorway in the direction of 

Utrecht. Take exit number 1 for “Ouderkerk a/d/ Amstel / Transferium – Arena”. Turn left once you reach the 
end of the exit. Keep to the right past the first set of traffic lights and turn right when the road ends 

(Holterbergweg). Take the first street on your left (De Entree) and follow directions to P5. Our building and the 

entrance of the parking garage are located on your left-hand side. Our building "Oval Tower (Tower of Deutsche 

Bank)" and the entrance of the parking garage are on your left. Bear left and make a U-turn at the end of the 

road to enter the garage P5. Bear left ("Visitors Parking"). 

 

Public transport 

 

From Bijlmer/Arena train and metro station, walk along the Arena Boulevard in the direction of Shopping centre 

Villa Arena. The stadium Arena is on your right-hand side. Within a few minutes, you will see our building (“Oval 

Tower / Tower of Deutsche Bank”) in front of you. 

 

In the garage P5 

 

Entering the parking, please bear left (“parkeren bezoekers”). Follow the passage. At the end you reach the 

visitors part of the garage. Once you pass the barriers you will see another barrier on your right and the office 

area behind it. You are not allowed to park here (only licensees), but eventually you should walk to these 

barriers to the entrance of the building “Oval Tower / Tower of Deutsche Bank”. After parking your car, walk 

back to the gate for the office area (follow the signs of Oval Tower / Tower of Deutsche Bank). Heussen is 

located in “Oval Tower / Tower of Deutsche Bank” on the 10th floor. The entrance is in the office area. You can 

ring the bell so the receptionist opens the door for you.  


